This work studies engagement, or watching behavior in online videos. Most current work focuses on modeling views, which is known to be an inadequate measure of engagement and video quality due to different viewing behavior and spam views. More broadly, engagement has been measured in reading behavior of news and web pages, click-through in online ads, but not for videos. We study a set of engagement metrics, including watch time, percentage of video watched, and relate them to views and video properties such as length and content category. We propose a new metric, relative engagement, which is calibrated over video duration, stable over time, and strongly correlated with video quality. We predict relative engagement and watch percentage with intrinsic video and channel features, and can explain most of its variance -R 2 = 0.79 for watch percentage -without observing any user activity. We further link daily watch time to external sharing of a video using the self-exciting Hawkes Intensity Processes. We can forecast daily watch time more accurately than daily views. We measure engagement metrics over 5.3 million YouTube videos. This dataset and benchmarks will be publicly available. This work provides new dimensions to quantify engagement in videos, and paves way towards in-depth understanding of different video verticals such as music, news, activism and games.
INTRODUCTION
Attention is a scarce resource in this modern world. There are many metrics for attention towards online content, such as page views, playcounts (for video), impressions (for search ads). It is well known, however, that they do not accurately reflect user engagement, defined as [4] "the emotional, cognitive and behavioural connection that exists, at any point in time and possibly over time, between a user and a resource. " Measuring and predicting user engagement is an active research topic. The scientific challenges are in mapping online social behavior, which once solved, will have significant practical benefits for content producers, hosting services and advertising. Recent user engagement studies have focused on textual media including web news [3, 20] and online ads [5] . The engagement patterns with online videos are still not well understoodleading to key questions such as: How to measure engagement? Does engagement relate to popularity? Can engagement be predicted?
The distinction between attention and engagement has been articulated for a number of media types. In music consumption, users are said to sample a song with appeal but download it when it is of high quality [19, 29] . Click-through-rate (CTR) [8, 27] is a wellknown engagement measure in online advertising, which is predictable using features such as terms and advertiser history [17, 27] . In online political movement [33] , there is a known gap from levels of protest participation to actual political outcome. For online videos, a widely accepted metric analogous to CTR does not exist yet. For measuring user engagements, many recent work on videos predict views [26, 28, 31] . View count alone is an inadequate proxy for engagement, as it is prone to click fraud [10, 21] . Work on social media content predicts retweet or reposting actions [11, 22] , which is a stronger indicator than passively content consumption. The line of work on web content measures user engagement using mouse tracking [3] or instrumented browsers [20] . This is conceptually close to our goal, but requires special instruments and changes to the content consumption environment. Popularity in terms of views and resposting is known to be difficult to predict [22] , and is subject to external promotion [28] . A desirable engagement metric should capture inherent notions of quality, and be stable over time. This work focuses on measuring engagement with online videos via large-scale, longitudinal measurements. In particular, we aim to derive video-specific engagement metrics, link them with established notions of content quality, and evaluate how predictable such metrics are before a video is uploaded.
We extract several measures of video engagement from publicly available data of daily views and total watch time on a video. We compare different videos by normalizing the total watch time up to day t by the total number of views and the length of the videothis quantifies the fraction of a video that an average user watches, denoted as average watch percentageμ t . Fig. 1 shows a map of total views (x-axis) versus the average watch percentageμ 30 (y-axis) over the first 30 days. Videos from the comedy channel TheEllenShow have 100K to 1 million views, withμ 30 around 80%. Videos from the cooking vlog KEEMI on Korean food have similar amount of views, but theirμ 30 is around 20%. The political channel Blunt Force Truth has 1K views on average, but aμ 30 of 80%. This example reveals that views are insufficient proxies for measuring the actual time users spend with an online video, and prompts us to investigate a richer set of engagement metrics.
We observe video engagement on a unique dataset of more than 5 million tweeted videos during July-August 2016. We define several engagement metrics: watch time, average watch percentage over the first t days, and a new relative engagement metric -as the duration-calibrated rank of average watch percentage. This is a richer set of metric than watch time and watch percentage used in recent work [13, 25] , in that they can be time-varying, and unlike prior metrics, unaffected by video duration. We show that relative engagement strongly correlates with established quality metrics in Music -such as Billboard songs and VEVO artists -, and in News -the Top News channels. We predict relative engagement in a "cold-start" setting, i.e., using only features about video content and channel. Off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms achieve R 2 = 0.79 for watch percentage, and AUC = 0.84 for identifying the most engaging videos (>90-th percentile). This result shows that engagement is more predictable than the size of retweet cascades from content and user features alone [22] (who showed R 2 ∼ 0.5). We found relative engagement to be rather stable over time, fluctuating by less than 0.1 in more than 90% of videos. Lastly, the total daily watch time of a video is closely connected with its own promotion history. Modeled with Hawkes Intensity Processes (HIP), the forecast error on daily watch time is 4.93 percentile points, better than that of views (5.43 percentile points).
There are four main contributions of this work: • Propose a set of engagement metrics for online videos, including watch time, average watch percentage, and especially a new relative engagement η calibrated with respect to video length, and stable over time. • Predict relative engagement and average watch percentage from video content, topics, and channel information (without any history of views or comments), achieving R 2 = 0.8. • Explain and predict engagement metrics over time. We find that relative engagement is relatively stable over time, varying within 0.1 for more than 90% of the videos. We forecast daily watch time with self-exciting processes, with an average error of 4.93% percentile points. • Conduct a large-scale measurement study of engagement in 5.3 million videos over several months. This dataset and the engagement benchmarks will be made publicly available.
DATASETS
This work uses five video datasets, four of which are new and described in detail. We also describe three daily series available with each dataset (Sec. 2.2): shares, views and watch time.
Video datasets
Tweeted Videos. Similar to previous work [2, 28, 32, 36] , we use Twitter to sample a large collection of YouTube videos. We use the same methodology as described in [28] : we use the Twitter Streaming API to collect tweets, by tracking the expression "youtube" we further pre-filter on recency and level of activity. We remove any video that has been uploaded prior to the two month crawling period to avoid introducing bias towards older videos (since being twitted a while after being posted might be indicative of higher user engagement). We also filter out videos that received less than 100 views during the first 30 days after posting, so that we can construct accurate estimates of user engagement. This results in the Tweeted Videos dataset, containing 5,327,689 videos and 1,256,646 channels. Table 1 shows a detailed breakdown per category, in addition to summarizing all of the constructed datasets. Quality Videos. We collect three Quality Videos datasets that meets the standard of domain experts. Two of the datasets are on Music, one on News. We leave as future work the construction of quality datasets for other categories such as Gaming or Activism.
• Vevo Videos. Vevo is a multinational video hosting service which syndicates on YouTube licensed music clips from three major record companies (Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment and Warner Music Group) [1] . Vevo artists usually come from a professional music background, and their music videos are professionally produced and edited. We consider Vevo Videos to be of higher quality than the average Music videos in the Tweeted Videos dataset. The dataset contains all videos posted by verified Vevo artists on the YouTube platform, as of February 2017. We construct the list of all the YouTube channels which contain in their name the keyword "Vevo", and which had at least one video tweet during the period May 2014 to February 2017. We filter out non-authentic channels by preserving only those with a "verified" YouTube status badge. We obtain 14,342 official Vevo artists channels, having posted 72,488 music clips.
• Billboard Videos. Billboards act as canonical rankings in the music industry, tracking music sales, radio airtime and other popularity metrics into a yearly Hot 100 music chart. The songs that appear in this chart are usually perceived as having vast success and as being of high quality. We collected 63 videos from 47 artists based on the 2016 Billboard Hot 100 chart 1 .
• Top News Videos is a set of quality News videos, which features the top 100 most viewed News channels, as reported by an external ranking source 2 . Popular news talk shows (such as "The Young Turks"), as well as traditional news broadcasting companies like "CNN" are part of this list. For each channel, we obtain up to their last 500 videos published before Aug 31st, 2016. The dataset contains 91 YouTube channels and 29,732 videos.
Time series of attention and engagement
For each video, we use the YouTube Data API to obtain its metadata information -video id, title, description, publish time, category, duration, definition, channel id, channel name and associated freebase topic ids [14] (which we resolve to entity names using a Freebase data dump). Next, we use the YTCrawl tool [37] to extract three fine-grained traces of video attention dynamics: for each video we record its daily watch time, the daily volume of views and the daily volume of shares it receives. Throughout the rest of this paper, we denote as x v [i] and s[i] the number of views and shares, respectively, that a video has received on the i t h day after upload. Similarly, x w [i] is the amount of time the video has been watched during the i t h day. Each of the attention series is observed for at least four months, i.e., i = 1, 2, . . . 120. Most prior work on video popularity dynamics [9, 15, 31] record and study only video view counts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to perform large-scale measurements of the dynamics of watch time, and their implications in understanding user engagement.
MEASURES OF USER ENGAGEMENT
In this section, we study the interplay between viewcounts, watch time, watch percentage and video duration, and we propose the relative engagement, a novel metric to quantify YouTube user engagement. One key insight is summarized in the engagement map (Sec. 3.2), that calibrates watch behavior for videos of different lengths, demonstrates correlation to external notions of video quality (Sec. 3.3), and is stable over time (Sec. 3.4). co-occurrence rate (size of intersection over n, left plot) and Spearman's ρ coefficient (between -1 and 1, right plot) Fig. 2 shows that viewcount and watch time agree concerning only 50% of ALL videos (and the agreement decreases slowly as n increases). Furthermore, the agreement is dependent of video category: is it higher for Music (α ∼ 0.8) and particularly low for News (α ∼ 0.4), for which ρ shows no, or slightly negative correlation.
Comparing viewcounts and watch time
These result indicate that the viewcounts and the watch time provide different views of how users interact with the YouTube videos. Next, we analyze their interplay to construct more robust measures of user engagement.
Engagement map and relative engagement
Recent studies show that [19, 29] the quality of a digital item is linked to the user's conscientious decision to continue watching or listening after first opening it. Therefore, the amount of time users spend watching it in a single viewing session should be indicative of video quality. For a given video, we compute the average watch percentageμ t up to day t as the total watch time divided by the total number of views and normalised by video duration D
Engagement map. As observed by Park et al. [25] , video duration has a significant impact on the watch percentage -in the Tweeted Videos dataset, duration alone explains more than 45% of the variance of watch percentage. Intuitively, longer videos are less likely to be fully watched compared to shorter videos due to limited attention span. Consequently, we construct a two dimensional map, for which the x-axis shows the video duration D in log scale, and the y-axis shows the watch percentageμ 30 over the first 30 days. In Fig. 3 (left), we project all the videos in the Tweeted Videos dataset onto this engagement map. The x-axis is split into 500 equally wide bins, and each video is placed in one of the bins. The color shades correspond to percentiles of watch percentage in each bin: the darkest color corresponds to the median value and the lightest correspond to the extremes (0% and 100%). This engagement map calibrates watch percentage against different video durations: highly-watched videos are positionedprojected towards the top of each duration bin, while barely-watched videos are on the bottom.
Note that a logically identical map could be constructed using the average watch time as the y-axis -shown in Fig. 3 (right) . However, the duration-time map has several shortcomings: first, watch time confounds the effects of viewcount and of the watch duration in each session, which cannot be separated unless directly observing the individual watch sessions second, the average watch time has no upper bound, making this map difficult to read. Relative engagement η. Based on the engagement map, we propose the relative engagement η ∈ (0, 1), defined as the rank percentile of each video in its duration bin. We denote the mapping from watch percentage µ to relative engagement η as lookup table f (constructed from data), and its an inverse lookup f −1 :
(2) Fig. 3 (left) illustrated the relation between video duration, watch percentage and relative engagement for three example videos.
Videos v 1 (d_8ao3o5ohU ) is on kids playing karate and v 2 (akuyB-BIbOso) is on teaching toddler colors. They are of similar duration, but different watch percentagesμ 30 (v 1 ) = 0.70 andμ 30 (v 2 ) = 0.21. This amounts to very different values of the relative engagement: While watch time has been studied in the literature [13, 25] , to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to measures the average watch percentage in large-scale dataset, and to map its non-linear relation with video duration.
Relative engagement and video quality
In this section, we show the relation between relative engagement and video quality. We plot comparatively, on the engagement map, the three Quality Videos datasets defined in Sec. 3.3 against their corresponding video categories in the Tweeted Videos dataset. Relative engagement across channels The relative engagement appears to be consistent across videos of the same channel. Fig. 4 (bottom) shows the example of two channels. Videos from the Andarilho channel (red circles) has an average video watch percentage of 0.25. Those from the Velosofy Community channel (blue triangles) has a higher average watch percentage of 0.79. However, merely accounting for watch percentage is biased by video duration (shown by the size of the circles and triangles). The videos of Velosofy Community are in average much shorter than those of Andarilho. The two channels have average relative engagement of 0.71 and 0.14, respectively. This insight of consistency within a channel in engagement is used to predict engagement metric from video metadata in Sec. 4.
Temporal dynamics of relative engagement
As argued in Sec. 1, good engagement measures should be stable throughout the videos' lifetime. In this section, we study the stability of relative engagement and we predict its dynamics over time. Note that for a given video, the relation betweenμ andη is constant throughout its lifetime. Consequently, all the conclusions of this section apply to both average watch time and relative engagement. Relative engagement is stable over time. Fig. 5 (left) shows the dynamics of views and of relative engagement over a period of 120 days, for two example videos. While the views series show complex evolutions, with multiple highs and lows, the relative engagement is remarkably stable with only a slight positive trend for video HKK99xm-Ro and a slight negative trend for rKdNjlNYMKk. The same stability can be observed for all the videos in the Tweeted Videos dataset. Fig. 5 (right) plots on the x-axis the absolute change in relative engagement between day 30 and days 60, 90 and 120 respectively; and the Cumulative Distribution Function on the yaxis. The figure reveals two observations: first, more than 94% of the videos observe a change of relative engagement of less than 0.1 between day 30 and day 120; second, there are more videos for which the relative engagement decreases over time than those for which it increases.
Fitting relative engagement dynamics. We set out to model and predict relative engagement over time. The power-law function has shown good results in modeling the dynamics of human-related measures [12, 24, 37] . We also consider modeling the evolution of relative engagement using a simple linear model or approximating it with a constant value. For every video in the Tweeted Videos dataset, we fits the relative engagement dynamics during the first 120 days using each of the three models, and we report the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). As shown in Table 2 , models best the dynamics of relative engagement, with a mean MAE of 0.0119.
PREDICTING ENGAGEMENT
We predict relative engagement and watch percentage of a video before a video is uploaded, and predict whether or not a video will be among the top 10 percent or top half of engagement.
Prediction tasks setup
Sec. 3 observed that relative engagement and watch percentage are stable over time, which makes them attractive prediction targets. It is even more desirable if they can be predicted before a video's upload, or any watching or commenting behavior is observed. Predict relative engagementη 30 and watch percentageμ 30 . We setup two regression tasks for predicting both metrics using the set of features described in Section 4.2. Note that relative engagement can be mapped to watch percentage and vice versa, using a video's duration and the engagement map shown in Section 3.2. Therefore we evaluate three related settings: predicting relative engagement directly, predicting watch percentage, and predicting relative engagement and mapping to watch percentage. See Fig. 6 . Classify videos with high relative engagementη 30 . We further predict videos of high engagement, by setting up two classification tasks -one balanced task for predicting videos of relative engagementη 30 > 0.5, and one for identifying highly engaging videos withη 30 > 0.9. The results for other thresholds for engagement have the same trend, their details are in the supplement 3 .
Training and test data We split Tweeted Videos over time for this evaluation. We use the first 52 days (2016-07-01 to 2016-08-21) for training, containing 4,452,487 videos from 1,132,314 channels; and the last 10 days for testing (2016-08-22 to 2016-08-31), containing 875,224 videos from 366,311 channels. The engagement map for mapping relative engagement to watch percentage is built on the training set over the first t = 30 days of each video.
Features
We describe each YouTube video with 3 types of features: video metadata set by channel owner, Freebase topics 4 provided by YouTube API, and features describing the past success of the channel . Compared to recent work, network quality metrics [13] requires access to the hosting backend and they are not applicable to average metrics such as relative engagement. Audience behavior features such as likes per view and sentiment in comments [25] cannot be obtained before a video's upload and do not apply to our setting. Content features are provided by video/channel owner, and they describe basic video properties and production quality.
Duration of the video in seconds. In Tweeted Videos dataset, durations vary from 1 second to 24 hours, with an average value of 3 hours 48 minutes. We take the logarithm (base 10) of duration to account for the skew. Definition: "1" represents high definition (720p or 1080p) and "0" represents low definition (480p, 360p, 240p or 144p). High definition yields better perceptual quality and is found to encourage user engagement [13] . Category: a broad content identification as shown in Table 1 , encoded as an 18-dimensional one-hot vector. Language: as detected by langdetect package [30] . The tool implements a Naive Bayes classifier to detect 55 languages with high precision. The language is indicative for potential audience demographics.
Freebase Topic features. YouTube labels videos with Freebase entities. These platform-generated topics remove bias and keyword spam from content owners. On average, each video in the Tweeted Videos dataset has set 6.16 topics. Overall, there are 405K topics and 98K of them appeared more than 6 times. These topics vary from vague categories (Music, Song), to specific object (Pentagon, Game of Thrones), celebrities (Adele, Taylor Swift), to real-world events (2012 Seattle International Film Festival) and many more. Such fine-grained Freebase topics are descriptive of video content. Channel past success. We include two features to describe each channel. These features describe channels with at least 5 videos in the training set, threshold chosen by cross-validation. We also construct statistics for a default channel, which is used on test videos not from one of the known channels. Activity level: mean number of videos posted daily by the channel in the training data. Intuitively, channels with higher upload rates reflect experience and productivity. Attractiveness: relative engagement of previously uploaded videos.
Here we compute mean, standard deviation and five points summary -median, 25-th and 75-th percentile, min and max.
Predictors and evaluation metrics
We train a ridge regression to predict engagement -η 30 orμ 30 , both lie between 0 and 1. When there are sparse high-dimensional features such as Freebase topics, we use bagging to obtain an ensemble of models -we found 20K bags of 3,000 training examples each achieves a favorable speed-accurate trade-off. We tried KNN regression, support vector regression and random forests, but they did not outperform ridge regression. Results from ridge regression pass through the corresponding threshold (0.5 or 0.9) as the result for classification tasks. Performance is measured with three metrics:
Area under ROC curve (AUC) 5 for classification tasks. 5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_operating_characteristic Here x is the true value,x the predicted value,x the average; i indexes samples in the test set. A lower MAE is better whereas a higher R 2 is better. On the other hand, Channel past success is the strongest feature, achieving R 2 = 0.41, and is slightly improved by adding Content and Topic. Motivated by this observation, we construct a Channel-specific predictor by training a separate predictor for each of the 1,132,314 channels in the training set, plus one default channel for videos not from one of the known channels. This predictor performs the best, at R 2 = 0.44. Watch percentageμ 30 is easier to predict, achieving R 2 up to 0.795 ( Figure 6 middle) . Interestingly, predictingη 30 and mapping toμ 30 consistently outperform direct prediction ofμ 30 . This shows that removing the influence of video duration using the engagement map is beneficial. Feature strengths are similar across all three prediction targets. We notice that performance for classifying highly engaged video does not change as the threshold changes from median to the top 10 percent (Figure 6 right) .
Prediction results
Overall, it is encouraging that engagement metrics are predictable from only content and user/channel features, with user/channel information playing the most important role. 
FORECASTING DAILY WATCH TIME

Hawkes Intensity Process (HIP)
One key insight for explaining the complex multi-phased behavior of daily engagement patterns is to view the prediction target (views x v or watch time x w ) as a result of a continuous interaction with external promotions (such as shares and tweets). Moreover, engagement with online videos and many other social platforms exhibit self-exciting behavior. We adopt one such model that accounts for both external promotions and self-exciting reaction from history, recently proposed by Rizoiu et al [28] . Hawkes Intensity Process (HIP) extends the well-known Hawkes stochastic point process [18] to describe volumes of activity in fixed time units (e.g. daily). This is done by taking expectations over the stochastic event history. It expresses the target quantity x[t] as the following self-consistent equation over its own history x[τ ], τ = 1, . . . , t − 1 and the effects of external promotions s[t].
Here γ and η represent strengths of unobserved external influence, α is the sensitivity to exogenous promotions, θ power-law memory kernel, C represent content quality, c is a nuisance parameter to keep the power-law kernel bounded. Parameter set {γ , η, α, C, c, θ } are estimated from a 90-day history of each video using nonlinear optimisation [28] .
The alternative for volume forecasting is Multivariate Linear Regression (MLR) [26, 31] , i.e. estimating a (fixed) linear combination from histories of activity and external promotions on a training set of videos, and applying to new videos.
x
Here x[t] is the prediction target on day t; x[1 : t − 1] is activity history from day 1 to t − 1; s[1 : t] is the history of sharing or promotion on the item. wand w s are fixed weights on history and shares estimated from data.
Results and explanations
We report results on the Active dataset [28] , to contrast the tasks of predicting daily views and watch time, and compare among different approaches. For both HIP and MLR, we estimate model parameters on the first 90 days and perform daily forecast between day 91 and 120. HIP is estimated using both activity history and shares, while MLR predicts with history only, or with shares. Performance statistics are in Figure 7 (left), measured in average percentile error ([28] appendix). We can see that HIP consistently outperforms MLR in forecasting daily watch time (and views, reproducing earlier results [28] ). Moreover, we can see that the task of forecasting daily watch time is easier (lower average percentile error), suggesting that engagement measures are well described by self-exciting processes.
One key quantity derived from the HIP model is viral potential ν. This quantity denotes how many views will be gained for each share received. It is computed as follows (with summation implemented as from 0 to 10,000 time steps), and has a unit of views per share. Figure 7 contains two example videos with results of HIP fitting, and forecasts from both HIP (magenta) and MLR (green). The music video (X0ZEt_GZfkA) has a lower viral score, and needs more shares to attract a similar number of views. HIP-view vs HIP-watch. We compare viral potential ν from the HIP models on views and that on watch time, by looking at correlation matrixes after rank-normalizing their respective values of ν , dubbed viral rank. Figure 8 (left) shows that viral rank of HIP-view and HIP-watch highly correlate with each other -50.3% of videos are in the same 20-percent rank bucket in both models, and the ranks of another 36.2% differ by one. For each correlation cell, we examine the average video properties -duration, watch percentagē µ and average watch time (Figure 8 right three plots). Videos with a high viral rank in watch but low rank in views tend to be longer than usual, whereas those with a low viral rank in watch but high rank in views tend to have a very high watch percentage (>0.90).
RELATED WORK
We discuss prior work relating to three directions: measuring YouTube video characteristics from the actions of their human viewers; predicting video popularity, in terms of future views; understanding user engagement with online content. Measuring online videos characteristics. Individual user actions in the YouTube environment (such as watching a video) give rise to complex phenomena at the aggregate level (for example seasonal popularity). Cha et al. [9] are among the first to observe and analyze the long-tail distribution of popularity in YouTube, which they exaplain as the preferential attachment effect (known as "rich-get-richer" effect). Gill et al. [16] analyze the YouTube network from a traffic viewpoint, and observe the importance of meta-data information associated with the videos which can exploited for other ends, such as caching and recommendation. One of the most studied attributes of videos is their popularity dynamics, defined as the number of times they were viewed. Crane and Sornette [12] characterize popularity as a series of endogenous relaxations resulted from exogenous shocks and Yu et al. [37] view it as a series of power-law phases. Other studies connect popularity dynamics to internal recommendation [38] , external stimulation [36] or geographic locality [6] . Comparatively, the amount of time videos are watched has been almost neglected, despite becoming the main metric for video recommendation in YouTube [23] and Facebook [35] . Watch time is central to our work, as a measure of user engagement.
Predicting video popularity. Early popularity signal has proven to be a strong indicator for future popularity in online media [15, 22, 31] . Such approaches employ a "measure-and-react" strategy [34] which require observing system for a certain period. External sharing on social media platform has been linked to popularity of YouTube videos [2] which was later used by Rizoiu et al. [28] to explain and predict popularity as an interplay of exogenous signals and endogenous responses. However, as far as we know, no prior work has attempted to predict watch time. This is the first study to show that watch time is more predictable than popularity for YouTube videos (as shown in Sec. 5.2). Understanding user engagement with online content. Among the first to study how users engage with online content are Salganik et al. [29] with the "Music Lab experiment" in which they measured the number of times users click on a song (item appeal) vs. the number of downloads (item quality). The disconnection between appeal and quality was further studied by Krumme et al. [19] , who propose a two-step framework to explain decision making in social system. More recently, Abeliuk et al.
[? ] set out to identify the cognitive biases (presentation bias, social signal etc.) that influence popularity, in a similar experiment involving online stories.
Other user engagement studies focused on textual media including web news [3, 20] , web page reading [7] and online ads [5] . For YouTube videos, Park et al. [25] identified how indicators of collective preferences and reactions are associated with view duration of videos. Some of the constructed measures (the number of likes per view, the sentiment in the comments) require observing the video for a period of time. Therefore they cannot be used to predict user engagement at the moment of posting the video. Other measures (such as user information) are not considered. Compared to previous work, our study is the first to propose and analyze in-depth an indicator of user engagement for YouTube videos. We show that this measure is predictable at the moment of posting the video, using a number of content and user-related features.
CONCLUSION
Conclusion In this paper, we have proposed a set of engagement metrics for online videos, including watch time, average watch percentage, and especially the novel relative engagement η. We have conducted large-scale measurements of the proposed metrics over a large dataset of 5.3 million videos, posted over two months. We have shown our engagement metrics to be stable over the lifetime of videos, varying within 0.1 for more than 90% of the videos. In addition, we have shown that the average watch time can be predicted (with R 2 = 0.8) from video content, topics, and channel information without any history of views or popularity. This is a significant result, considering that current state-of-the-art popularity prediction systems require observing videos for a period of time before making accurate predictions. Finally, we find that we can forecast daily watch time using self-exciting processes more accurately than viewcount popularity, with an average error of 4.93% percentile points. Limitation and future work One of the limitation of this work is that the quality assumption -which states that the video quality is linked to how much users are willing to watch it -only holds for "long enough" videos. User boredom or dislike takes a while to install, so for very short videos the average watch percentage always takes a value of 100% and the user engagement is no longer quantifiable. Our observations pave the way towards further understanding of user engagement with specific types of online videos, such as music, news, activism and games. The novel metrics also has potential to help content personalization and recommendation.
